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Abstract. Texture is often considered as a repeating pattern of local variations in image intensity which are too
fine to be distinguished as separate objects at the observed resolution. A multiscale approach is often necessary to
determine particular spatial scales more suitable for pattern recognition.

1 Introduction

This paper intends to characterize texture of blood images
based on gray level cooccurrence matrices (GLCM) and to
compare that characterization to a human subjective evalu-
ation of texture in similar images. This study does not at-
tempt to segment region of an image based on texture, how-
ever it attempt to classify texture regions according to fea-
tures, proposed by Haralick [1], in order to identify differ-
ent textures, enhancing the characterization of blood smear
images. Feature selection helps to determine of relevant
features for normal leukocyte discrimination.

2 Materials and Methods

The programLeuko processes leukocyte segmentation [2]
and the color cytoplasm region is preprocessed using: (i)
RGB to grayscale transformation; (ii) median filter(w =
2); (iii) histogram equalization; (iv) quantization in 16 gray
levels, required to reduce computational effort and reduce
noisy gray level flutuations. In the current multiscale ap-
proach, a window(w) varies as we calculate GLCM [1],
relating two pixels in a given direction and distance using
w = 2x2 to 20x20. Measurements are extracted from the
isotropic GLCM addressing contrast (amount of local vari-
ations) and orderliness (regularity of the pixel values within
thew) of the block. Contrast, entropy, energy, correlation
and homogeneity parameters are extracted from GLCM for
eachw and interpreted in terms of its mean value.

We suggest the use of feature selection in order to
identify spatial scales more appropriate for texture descrip-
tion of different blood cell types. Cytoplasm of all leuko-
cytes can present fine grains, however only lymphocyte and
monocyte have high occurrence of such structures against
eosinophils, basophils and neutrophils, which have large
granules (granulocitic lineage).

3 Results

Textural criteria can discriminate among different leuko-
cytes only at particular scales (Figure1). Inertia (i), en-
ergy (ene) and homogeneity (h) are most discriminative

Figure 1: Eosinophil and multiscale entropy: the greater the
w, the more discriminative the entropies.

at smaller scales while entropy (ent) and correlation (c),
the opposite. These parameters regard the local and global
aspects of the texture:c, ene and h curves for different
cells intercepts themselves for greaterw and they are most
discriminative for smallerw. On the other side,a smallw

privileges a relatively uniform distribution of the texture,
therefore bothc and ent curves exhibit similar behavior,
improving discrimination asw increases.

Preliminary mean correct classification rates regarding
the 6 best features follow:i: 88%,ent: 86%,ene: 90%,c:
90% andh: 92%. These are promising rates using Bayesian
classification, however a larger database must be considered
in advance.
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